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Bucks coaching search down to two

Journal Sentinel files
Steve Clifford had been scheduled to interview with the Bucks on Tuesday for their head coaching job.

Lakers assistant Steve Clifford reaches deal to coach Bobcats

EMAIL PRINT (17) C O MMENTS

The Milwaukee Bucks' list of coaching finalists was reduced to two Monday when Los Angeles Lakers
assistant Steve Clifford agreed to become the new coach of the Charlotte Bobcats.

Clifford had been scheduled for a second interview with Bucks officials Tuesday.

But reports surfaced Monday afternoon that Clifford would join the Bobcats, and a source close to
Clifford confirmed the deal. USA Today reported Clifford's deal was for two years with a team option for
the third year, with the total package being $6 million for all three years.

That leaves the Bucks to focus on two candidates: Atlanta Hawks coach Larry Drew and Houston
Rockets assistant Kelvin Sampson. Both are scheduled for second interviews with Milwaukee this week.

Drew has coached the Hawks for the last three seasons, while Sampson has assisted Houston coach
Kevin McHale for the past two seasons. Before joining the Rockets, Sampson served on the Bucks
coaching staff under Scott Skiles from 2008 to 2011.

Drew is still under contract with the Hawks through June 30 but has been allowed to pursue other jobs,
and it is expected Atlanta general manager Danny Ferry will hire a new coach.
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